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 As the wording for Quad Ruds LD seems to be unavailable, the process is 
upgraded and rereleased. 

 Note: Do not run Quad commands on Triple PCs, run Triples. 

____________ 

ARC BREAKS OF LONG DURATION 

          DO NOT TRY TO DO THIS ACTION IF PC'S TA IS HI OR LOW. USE C/S 
SERIES 53 INSTEAD. Use only when TA is near normal range. 

 Clear ARC break with the PC, whether a new or old PC, and clear each question 
before running. 

Flow 1:  “Is there an ARC break you have had for a very long time?” 

      The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar ARC break?” 

Flow 2:    “Is there an ARC break another has had with you for a very long time?” 

                 The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar ARC break another has had  
                                                        with you?” 

Flow 3:    “Is there an ARC break another has had with others for a very long   
                 time?” 

                 The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar ARC break another has had  
                                                        with others?” 



Flow 0:    “Is there an ARC break you have had with yourself for a very long time?” 

                 The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar ARC break you have had  
                                                        with yourself?” 

PROBLEMS OF LONG DURATION 

 Clear “problems” with the PC whether an old or new PC, and clear each question 
before running. 

Flow 1:     “Is there a problem you have had for a very long time?” 

                  The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar problem?” 

Flow 2:     “Is there a problem another has had with you for a very long time?” 

                  The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar problem another has had   
                                                         with you?” 

Flow 3:      “Is there a problem another has had with others for a very long time?” 

         The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar problem another 
                                                         has had with others?” 

Flow 0:     “Is there a problem you have had with yourself for a very long time?” 

        The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier similar problem you have had  
                                                          with yourself?” 

WITHHOLDS OF LONG DURATION 

 Clear withholds with the PC whether new or old, and clear each question before 
running. 

Flow 1:     “Is there a withhold you have had for a very long time?” 

                   The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar withhold?” 

 (Note 1: Be sure that if PC flounders you use False, as many PCs have “gotten off 
a withhold” that has been invalidated and it then keeps reading. If false read is the case or 
if he says he has gotten it off before, ask, “Did anyone say you had a withhold when you 
didn’t?" and let PC itsa it out and indicate it has been reading falsely. A lot of PC’s cases 
get hung on just this.) 

 (Note 2: An inadvertent withhold can be found to read. Something that had to be 
withheld but not because of the PC. This is handled just like any other W/H.) 



        
Flow 2:     “Is there a withhold another has had from you for a very long time?” 

                  The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar withhold?” 

Flow 3:    “Is there a withhold another has had from others for a very long time?” 

                 The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar withhold?” 

Flow 0:    “Is there a withhold you have had from yourself for a very long time?” 

                 The E/S command is: “Is there an earlier-similar withhold?” 

____________ 

 An auditor to run this should have his TRs in, must know his metering and 
Auditor's Code. 

 Each flow of each rud must be carried to F/N. An F/N must occur even if there's 
nothing on it. 

 An auditor must have drilled this as an exercise before using it on a PC.  

C/S ANALYSIS 

 ARC BREAK LONG DURATION is spotted by a person who has led a sad or 
subdued or rather suppressed sort of life and is probably around .8 on down on the Tone 
Scale. 

 PROBLEMS LONG DURATION are spotted by no real change in characteristics 
or OCA or general case. 

 WITHHOLDS LONG DURATION are spotted by a nattery, critical or hostile sort 
of life. The case would be anywhere from 2.2 on down to 1.0 on the Tone Scale. 

 Overts are not handled LD because they are too likely to restimulate earlier 
charge and upset the PC. 

 QUAD RUDS LD are not a substitute for Grades. They are usually used as above. 
Even when used, Grades still should be run. 
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